ANALYSIS OF ANSWERS GIVEN BY PROCLAIMED SENA
Question by AIGETOA:
Is it true that the committee considered your submission for rejecting the 22820
benefit to the JTOs and JAOs of the 2007, 2008 and 2010 batch? Why U derailed
the whole issue and never came back to management for the same. Was it
planned?
Do you have any moral right to talk about 22820? You had accepted 22820 only
for the 2005 batch JTOs in the meeting held on 25.02.2010 and the minutes
issued on 09.03.2010? You accepted E1 pay scale for the post 2007 rects.
Refresh your memory by reading the minutes of your meeting held on
25.02.2010.
Answer by Proclaimed SENA:
Proclaimed SENA never made assurance to the management that we will not demand the
pay loss issue of post 2007 batches as you have done on 25.02.2010 and sold them to
management. Your planning and calculation miserably failed when SNEA could force the
management to form the Committee and reopen the case. Though management has
rejected the claim for 22820 as an anomaly on parity with 2005 batch and with that of
2010 Deptl JAOs, we could get it accepted by the management that there is a pay loss
issue which is to be addressed by giving additional increment once the E2 pay scale is
finalised.

Analysis by AIGETOA:
Whether actions of proclaimed SENA are guided by AIGETOA? Though all know who
got that committee formed. They may please reply to our question. Whether
committee considered their suggestions for extending 22820/- to all post 2k7
recruitments? If so, why they did not do anything after that? Except for boasting
their wide mouth on their lie machine (website). If they can’t recollect, they may
read the minute of meeting for the Pay Loss Committee.
Proclaimed SENA demanded 22820 from management for all including the non
executives. After derailing the issue, they never came back or had even a single
meeting on this issue. In fact they never accepted it as an agenda point. Even today,
they are linking 22820 issue with E2 means they want to wait for nod from DoT. In
the meanwhile, AIGETOA continued to pursue the issue. We got the case reopened in
court also. In fact when u asked for OA details we shared with you also. But u never
took the issue seriously. Fact is they have accepted the legitimacy of this demand
only as MV stunt and now when MV is nearing, they are shedding crocodile tears.
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